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Conventional photography creates two dimensional time frozen paintings 
where ink is light and brush is a camera. The canvas becomes the photo 
sensitive celluloid. These two dimensional images are considered 
photographs. There for the photography in architecture will be images of 
buildings, monuments or spaces. The extensive use of conventional still 
photography has crippled even the minds of architects who are supposed to 
be creative and interpretative among people. 
The word photography gives a meaning beyond and very far beyond the 
above social norm. The word comes from the Greek "photos? meaning light 
and "graphos" meaning writing or drawing. The concept of photography in 
architecture can be explained better as "building with tight0. Architects such 
as Eric de Mare (A R. I. B A.) also a still photographer for A. J. magazine 
pioneered this aspect in middle of this century all though its application and 
philosophy in architecture runs very far. 
The architect works with form and space consisting solids and void just as a 
sculpture who work with form and mass and also like the painter who works 
with colors The person who experience the architecture enjoys a symphony 
of a composer or get the taste of a soup cooked by a master chef. 
As discussed above the architectural space consists of solids and voids The 
void spaces are connected to each other forming a sequenced progression. 
This sculpture of composite totality made out of solids and voids determines 
space to live in. 
" Photography" plays a major role in determining the characteristic 
expressions of the space. Light sculpts the void wile rendering the interface 
of solid and void. Siagraphy seems as a different subject, it still is a variation 
of "building with tight". The absence of light creates shadows and it will be n 
passive application of photo-creations of architecture. 
All arts are supposed to communicate with the person who experience them. 
This interaction demands several essential components. 
• The intensity of expressiveness, clarity and legibility. 
• The medium of the expression 
• The ability of the recipient to capture the essence of it. 
• The personal perception 
Varity of art forms express through different media. Unlike most other arts 
architecture express trough many media. Hence as discussed earlier 
architecture becoming a painting and a sculpture. The sounds of nature, a 
call of a bird, rattle of leaves, creeks of trees and insects and even the foot 
steps of the person who experience play a vital role in bringing music to 
architecture. All five physical receptors of human body are stimulated by an 
expressive space because all the components of environment can be 
manipulate by the architecture of a place . Among that eyes play an 
irreplaceable role since the dominant receptor. Vision being the most 
dominant sauce of information visual component of architectural expression 
is of utmost importance. Therefore architecture built with light or photography 
of architecture is potentially an efficient communicator. This study is an 
optimistic attempt to understand the photogenic nature of architecture and 
contribution of photo-effects of space and form in creating expressive 
architecture. 
Hypothesis. 
• Photosensitive and photo created architecture results in producing 
more expressive spaces and forms where legibility is high due to 
visual excretions of architecture and therefore they obsess 
photogenic character through above effects. 
Justification. 
Architects today seem to neglect this aspect of architecture. The lights are 
most often laid out rather than designed. The quantitative means are being 
used as the deterministic factor in lighting of buildings and some times this 
aspect is being totally handled by engineers. Examples are many to explain 
where lighting arrangements have devastated the special quality. 
Space should have the component of light in its origination; in addition it 
should not be merely lights. But should be a photo created sculpture or a 
t 
rendering in a surface to create or to enhance communicative spirit of space. 
The importance of above phenomenon is also important to architects 
because this aspect can be used in creating photogenic architecture. 
Photogenic nature of architecture is important in instances such as, 
• Competitions of architecture are sometimes judged on two-
dimensional photographs, photogenic nature pays in such 
instances. 
• Publications carry photographs to represent architecture. All 
though the two- dimensional image is incapable of expressing 
space it should do so. 
• In educating architecture students 2d photographs or videos 
are used to represent architecture. 
Methodology 
used as a created by light and ability of still frame to capture the essence of 
space to a still frame 
Conventional two-dimensional photography has evolved a long way in light 
manipulating to become an expressive applied art. Thus the methodologies 
and concepts can be used to create a photosensitive architecture. The 
methodology will be an adaptation of conventional photography principles in 
three dimensional space. The concepts such as Aperture, Exposure, Depth, 
Focus, Frame ....etc are to be used as a metaphor to explore the potentials 
of photography itself in creating architecture with expressions. The concepts 
(discussed in chapter 1.3) will be tested by analyzing architecture built using 
light in order to explore the potential in three dimensional space on the 
hypothesis that above phenomenon is capable of producing better 
expressions of architecture. 
3 
Scope And Limitations 
Just as the role of light human life in architecture it plays a major role. The 
photography itself is a massive field as discussed in topic explanation. This 
study is intended to limit it self to photography of architecture where light is a 
materiel to create architecture. The study excludes, 
• Architectural photography and technologies related or 
methodologies & techniques of capturing spirit of architecture 
through a photograph which will incorporate photography than 
architecture. 
• The study also excludes quantitative evaluation of architectural 
lighting. 
• The study is intended to limit to principles of conventional 
photography and its incidence in practicing of architecture and 
application to create more communicative architecture. 
• Practical difficulties also effected the study limiting its scope such 
as the attempts to photograph cave temples by in order to 
understand photography applications in modifying the mind set 
went in vain due to whether condition blocking sun on several 
visits. 
First chapter will be focusing on light, a brief study on instances of light or 
building with a light to create architecture will be annexed with principles of 
conventional photography architectural photography. 
The second and third chapters run on photography principles and its 
application in architecture. The methodology built up in the first chapter will 
put to test in explaining architecture for their expressive Qualities. 
Among them first chapter is dedicated to explore the exposures of 
architecture and the third will be giving main emphasis to the application of 
aperture in special expressions. 
The case studies will be an experiment on behavior of light in space and 
form. Real buildings will be analyzed for spatial expressions through the use 
of photo-created effects. The finally an experimental study done using 
photographs using models for possibilities of light in creating expressive 
effects of form and space. This will be an exploration to capture the prior 
discussed phenomenon through applications using models and lights and to 
capture the essence of it through still frames. 
